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Guide to Internet number resources

ARiN’s core service is the management and distribution of internet Number Resources:  
internet Protocol (iP) addresses and Autonomous System Numbers (ASNs) to entities within  

Canada, the united States, and many Caribbean and North Atlantic islands.

What exactly are internet Number Resources?  

Why do they matter, and how are they used?  

Let’s start at the top.
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What is an IP Address?
An Internet Protocol (IP) is a set of technical rules that 
defines how computers communicate over a network. An IP 
address is a number that identifies a device on a computer 
network and is used to move information on the internet.  
 
every device directly connected to the Internet 
must have a unique IP address.  

Why two Protocols? 
the internet as we know it today is a vastly different 
environment than the network that iPv4 was originally 
designed to support.  in fact, engineers set to work developing 
iPv6 as soon as they realized that iPv4 was unfit to support a 
global commercial internet – a system it was never designed 
for in the first place. this decision occurred in the 1990s, long 
before the explosion of mobile devices, a trend that connects 
more devices to the internet every day. 

iP addresses come in two versions: IP version 4 (IPv4) and 
IP version 6 (IPv6). iPv4 was the first widely used internet 
Protocol, and it accounts for most of today’s internet traffic. 
iPv6 is a newer numbering system, deployed in 1999, that uses 
hexadecimal notation for more numerical combinations. 

[ 2001:0Db8:4:15:be30:5bff :fea2:b59 ]
the technical functionality of the internet remains the same with 
both versions and it is likely that both versions will continue to 
operate simultaneously on networks well into the future. to date, 
most networks that use iPv6 also support iPv4.

Deployed 1981 1999

Address size 32-bit number 128-bit number

Address  
Format

Dotted Decimal notation: 
192.149.252.76

Hexadecimal notation: 
3FFe:F200:0234:Ab00: 
0123:4567:8901:AbcD

Prefix  
notation

192.149.0.0/24 3FFe:F200:0234::/48

number of 
Addresses

232 = ~4,294,967,296 
2128 = ~340,282,366, 
920,938,463,463,374, 
607,431,768,211,456 

Globally, the amount of available new IPv4 
addresses continues to shrink. to keep the internet 
growing, organizations will need to transition to iPv6 
and make use of the vastly larger address pool. iPv4 and 
iPv6 will likely coexist for years, but organizations must 
start deploying iPv6 now to ensure they can continue to 
communicate with everyone on the internet.
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What is an Autonomous system?
An Autonomous System (AS) is a group of one or more iP prefixes run 
by one or more network operators that maintains a single, clearly 
defined routing policy. An iP prefix is a list of iP addresses that can be 
reached from that iSP’s network. the network operators must have 
an Autonomous System Number (ASN) to control routing within their 
networks and to exchange routing information with other iSPs. 

As types
•	 A multi-homed As is connected to two or more AS’s. this allows it to 

maintain its connection to the internet even if one AS connection fails.

•	 A stub As is connected to only one other AS. Stubs may have other 
private connections, but publicly appear to have only one connection 
to the rest of the internet.

•	 A transit As acts as a link between two or more other AS’s, allowing 
for data to pass through it, even data from unassociated networks.  
iSPs, for example, offer their customers and their customers’ networks 
access to other networks and the internet via transit AS.

What is routing?
Routing is the act of moving information through a computer network. 
on the internet, information is split into “packets,” each individually 
labeled with its ultimate destination, an iP address. Specialized 
devices called routers pass packets from the source computer to its 
destination by analyzing a routing table to determine the best path. 
each packet can take a different path, with all packets reassembling 
upon arrival at their destination.

What is a routing table?
A routing table is a list of networks stored in a router’s memory, used 
to forward packets to the right destination. Routers have a finite 
amount of memory and processing power, so the smaller the size of 
the routing table, the faster and more often packets will get to their 
destinations. the recent increase in internet-enabled devices has lead 
to a larger routing table size, creating an ongoing challenge for router 
manufacturers and network administrators. 

What Does ArIn Have to Do  
With routing?
ARiN helps keep the global routing table at a manageable size by 
allocating large blocks of iP addresses that create a single entry 
in the table. organizations manage their large blocks, further 
allocating smaller blocks from inside their networks. this allows 
many entities to use a single large block, rather than each network 
having its own allocation, and therefore reduces routing table 
growth. Additionally, ARiN’s internet number resource distribution 
policies sometimes impact the global routing table, and individual 
network operators.  Resources allocated by ARiN are not guaranteed 
to be routed on the internet, but ARiN strives to meet the needs of 
the iSP routing community through its community-based Policy 
development Process.

How are Internet number resources Distributed?
iP addresses and ASNs are distributed on a global level from the internet Assigned Numbers Authority (iANA). iANA distributes large blocks 
to the five Regional internet Registries (RiRs), including ARiN. RiRs assign ASNs and allocate smaller iP address blocks to National internet 
Registries (NiRs), Local internet Registries (LiRs), and internet Services Providers (iSPs) in their regions. these organizations then assign iP 
addresses to their customers.
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Who makes up the Internet  
technical community?
Many independent organizations work together to coordinate certain 
technical parts of the internet. Some of the organizations involved include:

AFrInIc - African Network information Center (RiR)

APnIc - Asia Pacific Network information Centre (RiR)

ArIn - American Registry for internet Numbers (RiR)

IAnA - internet Assigned Numbers Authority

IcAnn - internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers

IetF - internet engineering task Force

Isoc - internet Society

LAcnIc - Latin American and Caribbean internet Addresses Registry (RiR)

nAnoG - North American Network operators’ Group

nro - Number Resource organization 

rIPe ncc - RiPe Network Coordination Centre (RiR)

these organizations help with:

•	 technical protocols and standards 

•	 internet number resource distribution and management 

•	 Connectivity 

•	 Policy development & implementation 

•	 education and training

the technologies, resources, and services used to run the internet 
are highly interdependent and require a significant amount of 
coordination, administration, and day-to-day management. each 
organization has a specific role and provides fundamental value to 
the overall functioning of the internet.

these organizations have contributed to the incredible growth 
and stability of the internet today. there are well-established 
mechanisms, including meetings, mailing lists, and bottom-up 
policy development processes that enable direct participation 
by any interested party. this ensures that policies are defined by 
those most affected by them, and are flexible enough to adapt to 
changing community needs.

to request IPv6 addresses for your organization 
contact ArIn’s registration services Department at 703.227.0660 (between 7Am and 7Pm et)  

or at hostmaster@ArIn.net

Additional ArIn resources
ARiN is consistently supporting the deployment of iPv6 through education and outreach. 

to keep up with all of ARiN’s activities, you can: 

•	 Follow team ARiN on the road at www.teamArIn.net 

•	 Follow ARiN on twitter at www.twitter.com/teamArIn 

•	 Like ARiN on Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/teamArIn 

•	 Watch ARiN videos on Youtube at www.youtube.com/teamArIn 

•	 Learn about iPv6 implementation on the iPv6 Wiki at http://www.getipv6.info/ 

•	 Get involved in ARiN’s community-driven Policy development Process at http://www.arin.net/participate/meetings/


